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Abstract

Disruptions to transport networks are inevitable and detrimental to the functioning of

society. Improving the resilience of transport networks to disruptive events has, therefore,

a significant impact on society. Although the resilience of a transport system depends on

the ability of the network to sustain the consequences of initial disruption (i.e. robustness)

and quickly recover its performance (i.e. rapidity), the latter attracted less attention than

robustness. The present paper focuses on quantifying the impacts of recovery processes and,

more specifically, link-repair strategies on resilience. Several link-repair strategies are com-

pared across a multitude of perturbation scenarios in the well-known Sioux Falls network.

The strategies considered include: (i) the optimal (minimising the disruption consequences

over the recovery process), (ii) average (representing a recovery process where the disrupted

links are repaired in random order), (iii) flow-based (where the links with the highest traffic

flow in the undisrupted network are repaired first), and (iv) criticality-based (where the links

whose individual failure result in the highest impacts on the system performance are repaired

first) recovery. The results of this comparison are subsequently used to evaluate the correlation

between robustness and resilience, and characterise the optimal repair strategy.

Keywords: Resilience assessment, Network robustness, Recovery, Link-repair process, Road

networks, Link criticality, Traffic congestion
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In print, color should be used for: Figures 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Nomenclature

τ Time elapsed since the start of the recovery

a A link in a road network

ca Capacity of link a

dw Travel demand on the OD pair w

kw Weighting factor associated with the OD pair w

NH Maximum number of links that can be repaired between t0 and tH

NP Road network performance indicator

RE Road network resilience indicator

RO Road network robustness indicator

t Time

t0 Start time of the recovery process

tH Time horizon chosen to compute RE

TT Travel Time

TTw0 Undisrupted TT along w

tta Travel time of link a

ttfa Free-flow travel time of link a

TTwd Disrupted TT along w

TTCw TT relative change index - along w

USD Proportion of unsatisfied demand

w Origin-Destination (OD) pair

xa Flow on link a

2LF Two-link failure
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3LF Three-link failure

4LF Four-link failure

BPR Bureau of Public Roads

FW Franke-Wolfe (algorithm)

MLF Multiple-link failure

OD Origin-Destination

SLF Single-link failure

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Disruptions to transport networks are inevitable and detrimental to the functioning of society.

Road disruptions directly affect users through greater congestion, loss of time, and higher fuel

consumption, but also lead to indirect impacts, including constrained access to jobs and services

as well as poorer air quality (Hallegatte et al., 2019). The impacts on businesses include sales

losses, delays in supply and delivery as well as diminished competitiveness in international markets

(Hallegatte et al., 2019). For instance, Pelling et al. (2002) estimated that the 1995 earthquake

in Kobe (Japan) increased the regional transportation costs and cost of goods by over 50% and

10%, respectively. Xie and Levinson (2011) estimated that the collapse of the I-35W Bridge in

Minneapolis (USA) resulted in economic losses of US$71,000 to US$220,000 a day. Hence, it is now

recognised that society would benefit from resilient road networks (i.e. able to sustain, resist and

rapidly recover from disruptions) and, as such, the interest on methods that allow the quantification

and optimisation of road network resilience has increased recently (Bhavathrathan and Patil, 2018;

Ganin et al., 2017; Martinson, 2017).

Resilient systems are associated with several properties, including robustness—the ability to

resist and absorb perturbations—and rapidity (or recoverability)—the ability to recover quickly.

Several generic (i.e. applicable to any system using the appropriate context-specific functions)

frameworks were developed to assess the resilience of engineering systems. These frameworks

include the seminal work of Bruneau et al. (2003) that defines robustness and rapidity as the key

measures that should be used to quantify resilience and introduces a graphical interpretation of the

resilience concept where the latter is measured by the integral of the quality of infrastructure over

time. Henry and Ramirez-Marquez (2012) propose a time-dependent-system-resilience measure
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alongside with a time-to-recover- and a resilience-cost metric. More recently, Sharma et al. (2018)

proposed a series of partial descriptors based on the analogy of the system recovery curve with a

cumulative distribution function in probability theory including resilience ”centre” and skewness.

Alternatively, context-specific resilience frameworks were developed for various types of critical

networked infrastructures such as control systems (Alcaraz, 2018), smart grids (Alcaraz et al.,

2018) and intermodal freight networks (Chen and Miller-Hooks, 2012).

In the context of road networks, most works (Bhavathrathan and Patil, 2018; Ganin et al.,

2017; Gauthier et al., 2018; Omer et al., 2013) focus on robustness while rapidity has attracted

less attention. Still, considering the socio-economic consequences of road disruptions, recovery

processes can have an important influence on the welfare of society as they can help alleviate

disruption consequences in the early stage recovery. The studies that consider recovery processes

propose different approaches. Nogal et al. (2016) and Nogal and Honfi (2019) focus on the gradual

adaptation of road users following both the perturbation and restoration phases. Tuzun Aksu

and Ozdamar (2014) develop a model optimising the link-repair sequence to quickly recover the

network connectivity to facilitate evacuations. Zhang et al. (2017) develop a model optimising the

link-repair sequence to quickly improve the network performance under stochastic damage levels

and repair durations. Finally, Hu et al. (2016), compare different repair strategies under random

(damaging random sets of links), localised (damaging adjacent links), and malicious (seeking to

maximise the damage to the system performance) perturbations. However, the studies of Hu et al.

(2016), Tuzun Aksu and Ozdamar (2014) and Zhang et al. (2017) rely on topological network

models and performance metrics that do not consider link capacity constraints. This approach can

significantly overestimate the resilience of road networks, particularly when analysing congested

networks.

Ultimately, although research has contributed to the understanding of road network robustness

and resilience, understanding of the role of rapidity and therefore recovery strategies in the re-

silience of congested road networks is still limited. To increase this understanding, the present

paper compares the performance of several recovery strategies across a full range of disruption

scenarios in the Sioux Falls network (LeBlanc et al., 1975). To this end, a traffic model accounting

for capacity constraints and congestion is adopted. The analysis is performed on the Sioux Falls

network for two reasons. The first reason is computational effectiveness. This network model is

composed of 24 nodes and 76 directed links, leading to reasonable traffic-simulation run times

(under five seconds). This short computational time allowed the performance of over 80,000 dis-

ruption and repair simulations using parallel processing on a standard computer. The second

reason is reproducibility. The Sioux Falls network dataset is readily available, for example, on

the Transportation Networks for Research repository (Transportation Networks for Research Core
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Team, 2019), and has been extensively used in the transport literature (Bhavathrathan and Patil,

2015; Mitradjieva and Lindberg, 2013; Wang et al., 2016).

1.2 Purpose, scope and structure of the paper

The present paper has two objectives: (i) evaluate how recovery strategies can help reduce dis-

ruption consequences, and (ii) characterise the optimal recovery strategy. To this end, this pa-

per develops a road network resilience assessment framework suitable to model both the network

robustness and rapidity under a full range of disruption scenarios.

In the traffic context, network resilience mainly depends on the consequences of the initial

disruption to the network performance, the immediate response (in terms of closing lanes or re-

ducing speed limits on affected roads) and the speed of restoring full functionality (through repair

actions). As the present paper seeks to analyse and compare the performance of different repair

strategies under a full range of potential disruption scenarios, the immediate response is considered

outside the scope of this study. The recovery model focuses on the common element to all network

recovery processes: the link repair sequence and its impact on the network performance. In reality,

recovery processes could take many forms and durations depending on the nature of the disruption

(car accident versus snow versus earthquake) and the resources allocated to response and repair.

As detailed case-by-case modelling (Misra et al., 2020; Mitoulis et al., 2021) would be required

to address this, the general framework presented here cannot take these into account and focuses

instead on comparing link repair sequences without considering the duration of the repair actions

performed on the individual links.

The study considers a full range of predictable and unpredictable disruption scenarios using

the hazard-independent disruption model proposed in Sohouenou et al. (2021). All scenarios

concurrently disrupting up to four links in the Sioux Falls network are modelled and classified

into damage type (localised, random and targeted) and damage extension (single-, two-, three-

and four-link failures) groups. The study then considers all possible link-repair sequences that

can be implemented under each disruption scenario. This data is summarised into four recovery

models. Firstly, the optimal (minimising the disruption consequences over the recovery process)

and average (representing a basic recovery process where the disrupted links are repaired in random

order) recovery curves are considered. These recovery models are compared and used to evaluate

the variations in network resilience due to the network recovery strategy. To better characterise the

optimal recovery strategy, two additional recovery models are considered and compared with the

optimal recovery: the flow-based (where the links with the highest traffic flow in the undisrupted

network are repaired first), and criticality-based (where the links whose individual failure would

result in the highest impacts on the system performance are repaired first) recovery strategies.
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The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the methods and case study. In Sections

3 and 4, the results of the network resilience assessment are presented and discussed, respectively.

Sections 5 provides some concluding remarks.

2 Methods

In this paper, the resilience assessment is divided into two main models: the disruption model

(Section 2.1) and the recovery and resilience quantification model (Section 2.2), which are then

applied to the case study (Section 2.3).

2.1 Disruption model and network performance quantification

2.1.1 Disruption model

Disruptive events can impact both the supply (i.e. the network) and the demand side (i.e. the

flow of users) of the transport system. The supply side is affected by the damage induced on

the infrastructures, which in turn impacts traffic conditions through road unavailability as well as

speed and capacity reductions. The demand side can also be impacted as trips may be cancelled

or delayed due to routes and destinations being affected. As this paper focusses on the impacts

caused by variations in the supply side, travel demand was considered fixed (or independent of the

network state) to effectively compare the network performance under different disruption scenarios

(all other things being equal).

This research adopted an “all-hazard” approach (Sohouenou et al., 2021) that consists in sim-

ulating all possible combinations of link failures concurrently disrupting up to four links. These

scenarios were then categorised into four damage extension (from single- to four-link failures) and

three damage types (localised-, targeted-, and random-link failures).

It is noted that localised disruptions are normally specified in terms of hazard-prone areas

derived from climate models (Casali and Heinimann, 2019; Demirel et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2016;

Wisetjindawat et al., 2017). In this model, localised failures refer to a range of events that may

differ in nature (flooding, landslide, or large demonstrations) but lead to similar consequences, that

is, the unavailability of adjacent network components. They can be identified using the following

procedure:

1. Identification of all localised two-link combinations

(i) for each link, a1, in the network, search for all links, a2 6= a1, adjacent to a1 (i.e.

connected to the same node) and store (a1, a2) in a dataset

(ii) remove duplicates from the dataset
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2. Identification of all localised three-link combinations

(i) for each link combination, (a1, a2), search for all links, a3 6= a1 & a2, adjacent to a1 and

for all links, a3 6= a1 & a2, adjacent to a2, and store (a1, a2, a3) in a dataset

(ii) remove duplicates from the dataset

3. Identification of all localised four-link combinations

(i) repeat step 2 using the localised three-link combination dataset

Unlike localised disruptions that lead to aggregated destruction of components in a limited

area, targeted and random link failures can damage network components distributed throughout

the whole system. The latter damage a random set of links (e.g. pavement maintenance, pipe

bursting, or police incidents amongst others can lead to random road closures) whereas targeted

attacks imply a driving force seeking to maximise damage to the network performance (e.g. the

bombing of a critical bridge). In this model, targeted attacks correspond to the 5% scenarios in

each damage extension group (dataset) that cause the highest increases in travel time, measured

by the network robustness indicator (presented below, Eq. 3). The random failures correspond to

the scenarios that are neither localised nor targeted.

The definitions, models and real-word events associated with these three types of events are

described in Table 1. Sohouenou et al. (2021) show that random and localised disruptions generally

lead to similar consequences while intentional attacks target links that may be apart or not critical

on their own but whose combined disruptions create a maximised and widespread impact.

Table 1: Classification and model of disruptive events affecting road networks

Name Definition Model Real-word events represented

Localised Failure of adjacent links Failures identified by the iterative
procedure (above)

Flooding, Landslides, Large
demonstrations

Targeted Failure with a maximum im-
pact on network performance

Failures leading to the bottom
5% robustness indicator values

Targeted bombing, Sabotage,
Industrial actions

Random Failure of randomly selected
links in the network

Failures that are neither critical
nor localised

Serious car accidents, Road
works, Police incidents

2.1.2 Network performance quantification

As the main function of road networks is to allow road users reaching their trip destination within a

reasonable travel time (TT ), the TT of vehicles has been widely used in transport studies as a proxy

for network performance (Bhavathrathan and Patil, 2015; Ganin et al., 2017; Omer et al., 2013).

The network performance indicator (NP ) adopted in this study considers the relative change in

TT along the network Origin-Destination (OD) pairs— i.e. combinations of trips’ starting and
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ending points. The relative changes measured on all OD pairs are then aggregated by a weighting

average giving more importance to the OD pairs associated with higher demand.

NP =
∑
w

kw

(
1 +

TTwd − TTw0
TTw0

)−1

(1)

where w and kw are an OD pair and the associated weighting factor, respectively; kw corresponds

to the ratio between the demand for w and the total demand in the network; TTw0 and TTwd are the

undisrupted and disrupted travel times along w, respectively. NP is scaled in [0,1] and decreases

as TTwd increases.

This network performance indicator can be complemented by a measure of the unsatisfied de-

mand (USD) that represents the proportion of road users unable to reach their chosen destination

in the disrupted network. These users wish to travel between disconnected OD pairs, thus their

travel time becomes infinite i.e. TTwd →∞ and
(

1 +
TTw

d −TTw
0

TTw
0

)−1

→ 0.

USD =
∑
w kwδw

where δw =

 0, if
(

1 +
TTw

d −TTw
0

TTw
0

)−1

< 10−3

1, otherwise

(2)

This set of indicators was developed in Sohouenou et al. (2021), where it is shown that to

effectively discriminate between the impacts of scenarios that lead to OD pairs disconnections, it

is necessary to consider the impacts on the OD pairs (or road users) separately rather than the

often adopted network-wide travel-time losses.

2.2 Recovery process modelling and resilience quantification

2.2.1 Resilience quantification

In this paper, road network resilience is measured by the integral of the road network performance

indicator (NP , Eq. 1) over the recovery process (Figure 1). This measure is an adaptation of the

seminal framework of Bruneau et al. (2003), where system resilience is measured by the integral

over time of the expected degradation in system quality expressed in percentage.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the road network performance indicator following a multiple-

link disruption. The disruption causes a sudden drop in the network performance, which reaches

its lowest value at t = t0. Subsequently, the network undergoes a recovery process until t = tR

when the network is fully repaired (the repair could include improvements that lead to a network

performance surpassing the original performance if desired). The resilience assessment focuses on

the recovery process, which occurs between t0 and tH (grey rectangle in Figure 1), where tH is the

time horizon chosen to compute RE, defined here as the maximum time that the recovery process
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Figure 1: Illustration of the network robustness and resilience concepts and metrics

could require.

The network robustness corresponds to the lowest network performance value reached before

the start of the recovery process (Figure 1):

RO = NP (t = t0) (3)

The network resilience indicator measures the area below the recovery curve (yellow area in

Figure 1). The integral is divided by τH to scale RE in [0,1]. This indicator is bounded by a

worse-case scenario where the event causes a major decrease in network performance that is not

restored until tH , and a best-case scenario where the event causes a minor decrease in network

performance that is rapidly recovered. The network resilience indicator (RE) is defined as follows:

RE =

∫ τH
0

NP (τ)dτ

τH
(4)

where τ = t − t0 is the time elapsed since the incident (or start of the recovery process) at τ0,

and τH is the time horizon chosen to compute RE. A fully resilient system would either (i) be

very robust i.e. NP = 100% before any repairs or (ii) be very rapid to recover i.e. NP quickly

increases towards 100% as affected links are repaired. In both cases, RE will be close to 100%. On

the contrary, a non-resilience network will exhibit a low-performance level slowly increasing with

the number of links repaired.

In many works—including in Bruneau et al. (2003) where it was first introduced—system

resilience was measured until full recovery (τR). However, this expression can provide the same

value of resilience for different recovery curves, NP (τ), (Sharma et al., 2018; Zobel, 2011). In this
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work, a fixed time horizon is used to overcome this limitation.

2.2.2 Recovery process model

As explained above, the present paper focuses on link repair sequences and their impacts on the

network performance. Hence, recovery progress is measured by the number of links repaired (or

cleared) following the disruption rather than the duration of the repair. Under this assumption,

the time horizon corresponds to the maximum number of links that can be repaired between t0

and tH (NH), which is also the number of disrupted links, resulting in:

RE =

∑NH

0 NP (x)

NH
(5)

where x corresponds to the number of links repaired following the disruption.

To conclude, as RE depends on NH , the resilience of the network to a hazard is characterised

by the tuple (RO,RE,NH).

2.2.3 Recovery strategies

For each disruption scenario considered (Section 2.1), all possible link repair sequences were mod-

elled, and the associated network performance (NP , Eq. 1) recovery curve and resilience indicator

(RE, Eq. 5) computed. These results were used to consider two recovery strategies:

• the resilience-optimal recovery curve, obtained by selecting the repair sequence leading to

the highest resilience indicator value.

• the average recovery curve, obtained by averaging the NP values of all curves at each stage

of the repair process. This curve represents a basic recovery process where the disrupted

links are repaired in random order.

To understand the mechanism behind the link order in the optimal recovery process, two

additional processes were considered:

• the link-flow based recovery curve, where the links with the highest traffic flow in the undis-

rupted network are repaired first

• the link-criticality based recovery curve, where the links with the highest criticality value

are repaired first. The link criticality measures the impact of the link unavailability on the

network performance.

The criticality-based recovery strategy is inspired by criticality studies seeking to identify the

links whose failure would result in the highest impacts on the network performance. To identify
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critical links in a network, Taylor et al. (2006) proposed an approach based on single-link fail-

ures where each link is removed from the network and the corresponding effect on the network

performance estimated. The levels of impact are then ranked and the links demonstrating the

most significant impacts considered the most critical. This approach has been widely adopted and

improved in subsequent studies that also considered link capacity reductions rather than complete

link removal (Omer et al., 2013; Sullivan et al., 2010) and multiple-link failures (Sohouenou et al.,

2021; Wang et al., 2016).

2.3 Case study

2.3.1 The Sioux Falls network

The present study analyses the resilience of the Sioux Falls (USA) network. Firstly introduced in

LeBlanc et al. (1975), the Sioux Falls network (Figure 2) has been extensively used as a case study

in the transport literature (Bhavathrathan and Patil, 2015, 2018; Mitradjieva and Lindberg, 2013;

Wang et al., 2016). This network consists of 24 nodes, 76 directed links, and 24 OD zones. The

datasets describing this case study were obtained from the Transportation Networks for Research

repository (Transportation Networks for Research Core Team, 2019). These datasets provide the

network structure, link characteristics (including capacity, length and free-flow travel time), and

origin-destination trip matrices.
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Figure 2: Sioux Falls test network

2.3.2 Transport model

A standard transport model was used to compute and compare the travel time of road users in

the initial and disrupted conditions. Using the demand matrix available at the Transportation

Networks for Research repository (Transportation Networks for Research Core Team, 2019), traf-

fic was assigned to the network assuming that users independently minimised their travel time.

Although individual driving habits may vary (D’Lima and Medda, 2015), this assumption is rea-

sonable in the absence of more detailed data as it has been validated against traffic data from 40

US urban areas (Ganin et al., 2017). This model is the fourth stage of the seminal four-step (trip

generation, trip distribution, modal split and traffic assignment) transport model (Ortúzar and

Willusem, 2011) that can be used to estimate the number of vehicles (or people) that will use a

specific transport facility based on travel data that can be obtained through census information,

surveys and estimates.

The travel time of link a (tta) is defined by the standard BPR function (Bureau of Public

Roads, 1964):

tta(xa) = ttfa

[
1 + 0.15

(xa
ca

)4]
(6)
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where xa, ca and ttfa are the link flow, capacity and free-flow travel time, respectively.

The simulations were performed in Julia language (v.1.4) using the packages LightGraphs and

TrafficAssignement for network analysis and traffic assignment computation, respectively. The

latter implements three methods to find the user equilibrium: the original, conjugate, and bi-

conjugate Frank-Wolfe (FW) algorithms (Mitradjieva and Lindberg, 2013). FW algorithm is one

of the most popular methods used to solve traffic assignment problems while the conjugate and

bi-conjugate versions of this algorithm improve its convergence speed. The fast bi-conjugate FW

algorithm was used here with a relative convergence gap of 10−4, which is a sufficient criterion for

equilibrium stability (Boyce et al., 2004). To model link closures, a very high free-flow travel time

(10,000 min) was assigned to unavailable links.

The transport model implies that the network performance is compared across different equi-

librium states, where road users have perfect information of the network state and accordingly

minimises their TT . The assumption allows for a fair comparison of the impacts of the link disrup-

tions and repairs on the network performance as the traffic should tend towards these equilibriums

following each disruption and repair. However, it is noted that, in reality, the network will go

through transition phases as users get updated about the network state and adapt as discussed in

Nogal and Honfi (2019).

2.4 Numerical simulations

The links of the Sioux Falls network (Figure 2) were simultaneously disrupted in both directions

leading to 38 single- (SLFs), 703 two- (2LFs), 8436 three- (3LFs), and 73,815 four- (4LFs) link fail-

ures. Hence, the network performance indicator measured the impact caused by the unavailability

of both directions. For consistency, the link flows refer to the sum of the flows in both directions

in this paper. However, as the demand in the Sioux Falls network is not totally symmetric a link

might be more critical in one direction than the other. Besides, subsets of the 2LF, 3LF, and 4LF

scenario sets were considered to assess the difference between the impacts of localised, targeted,

and random damage using the disruption model described in Section 2.1.1.

To speed up the resilience analysis, the recovery curves were computed based on the disruption-

simulation data as the latter also correspond to the recovery states. For example, the link-repair

sequence [a, b, c] leads to the following states: concurrent failure of a, b and c; concurrent failure of

b and c; and failure of c; that were all simulated as part of the disruption simulations. Therefore,

the numerical simulations were divided into two main parts: the disruption simulations, and the

recovery simulations that re-used the disruption data. The disruption and recovery simulations

took six hours and five hours 38 min, respectively, using parallel processing on a standard Intel

i3-7100 3.9GHz and 8GB memory workstation.
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Subsets of the 2LF, 3LF, and 4LF scenario sets were considered to assess the difference between

the impacts of localised, targeted, and random damage using the disruption model described in

Section 2.1.1.

3 Results

3.1 Variations in network resilience due to the recovery strategy

This subsection seeks to evaluate the variations in network resilience due to the recovery strategy to

better understand its importance for disruptive event management. To this end, the relationships

between the robustness (RO, Eq. 3), unsatisfied demand (USD, Eq. 2) and resilience (RE, Eq.

5) indicators are evaluated across multiple disruption scenarios (Section 3.1.1). The efficiency of

the optimal repair strategy (the difference between the resilience indicator values derived from the

optimal and average recovery curves) is also evaluated (Section 3.1.2).

3.1.1 Network robustness versus network resilience

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the network robustness and resilience indicators across the

damage extension groups in the Sioux Falls network. The resilience indicator values are derived

from the average (Figure 3.a) and optimal (Figure 3.b) recovery curves. The results show that

the two indicators were linearly correlated for both recovery curves (R2 between 0.85 ans 0.99)

although the strength of the relationship increased with the average recovery curve (Figure 3).

This linear relationship implies that when comparing perturbation scenarios that affect the same

number of links, the network robustness (or instantaneous performance loss) can explain most of

the variations in network resilience. Therefore, the recovery strategy has a minor impact on the

network resilience. This impact increases with the damage extension (R2 decreased as the number

of disrupted links increases) and became significant under four-link failures (R2 < 0.95 for both

recovery curves).

The unsatisfied demand level is also included in Figure 3, where it seems that USD could also

play a role in the prediction model. However, this role was not significant as the double regression

performed on the data improved R2 by around 0.5% only.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the network robustness and resilience indicators for

the three damage types. The linear relationship found between the two metrics across the damage

extension groups (Figure 3) remained relevant for the damage types (Figure 4). The strength

of the linear model remained high for random and localised disruptions (R2 > 0.85 for both the

average and optimal recovery curves) but became moderate under targeted disruptions (R2 = 0.79

and R2 = 0.48 for the average and optimal recovery curves, respectively).
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Figure 3: Relationship between the network robustness and resilience indicators across all possible
two- to four-link failures in the Sioux Falls, network-resilience computed under the a) average and
b) optimal recovery strategies
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Figure 4: Relationship between the network robustness and resilience indicators across all possible
localised-, random- and targeted-link failures concurrently disrupting two- to four- links in the
Sioux Falls, network-resilience computed under the a) average and b) optimal recovery strategies
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3.1.2 Efficiency of the optimal repair strategy across the disruption scenarios

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the efficiency of the optimal recovery (the difference between the

resilience indicator values derived from the optimal and average recovery curves) across the damage

extension groups. This Figure shows that the efficiency of the resilience-optimal repair strategy

generally increased with the damage extension (as the mean values of the efficiency in the 2LFs,

3LFs and 4LFs were 1.3%, 2.8% and 4.3%, respectively). In addition, the efficiency of the optimal

repair strategy was generally higher under targeted attacks than under localised and random link-

failures as shown by the positions of the medians in Figure 5. However, the scenarios with the

highest efficiency were random failures for all damage extension groups as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Efficiency of the optimal recovery strategy—i.e. difference between the resilience indica-
tor (RE) value derived from the optimal and average recovery—across the damage extension and
type groups

3.2 Identification of the optimal repair strategy

This subsection seeks to characterise the optimal link-order repair strategy and understand the

decision-making process that leads to this strategy. To this end, all possible repair strategies are

firstly compared under a specific four-link failure scenario for illustrative purposes (Section 3.2.1).

This comparison allows the identification of the resilience optimal repair strategy, which is then

compared to the criticality- and flow-based repair strategies in this specific scenario (Section 3.2.2).

The optimal, flow-based and criticality-based recovery strategies are subsequently compared across
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all possible disruption scenarios (Section 3.2.3).

3.2.1 Comparison of all repair strategies following a four-link failure

This sub-subsection focuses on a specific four-link failure scenario where (1,2), (1,3), (10,11) and

(10,17) are concurrently disrupted in the Sioux Falls network (Figure 2). This scenario leads to

a significant decrease in network performance (NP=66.6%) and a very small proportion of road

users unable to reach their chosen destination (USD = 0.5%). The latter is due to the concurrent

disruption of (1,2) and (1,3) that isolates node 1 from the rest of the network and disconnects all

OD pairs involving this node (as suggested by the network structure shown in Figure 1). Figure

6.a and b show the evolution of the network performance and unsatisfied demand indicators along

all possible repair strategies following this disruption scenario, respectively. The recovery curves

are represented as step functions because it is assumed that the network performance increased

once the links are fully repaired and traffic allowed to use them. The resilience indicator values

associated with these different repair strategies are shown in Figure 6 (colour and width of the

curves).
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Figure 6: Evolution of the Sioux Falls a) network-performance and b) unsatisfied-demand indicators
along all possible recovery processes following the concurrent failure of (1,2), (1,3), (10,11) and
(10,17)

It can be observed in Figure 6.a, that the different repair strategies led to a variety of network

performance recovery curves. The optimal repair strategy (large and coral-coloured curve) presents
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the sharpest increases in NP in the early stage recovery (when the first and second link are

repaired), while the repair trajectories associated to the lowest RE values (thin blue curves) present

slight network performance increases in the early stage recovery.

Furthermore, some recovery trajectories include a stage when NP slightly drops before in-

creasing to a higher level. For example, the lowest blue curve in Figure 6.a presents a drop in

NP following the repair of the first link. The link-repair order that leads to this NP curve is

the following: (1,2), (10,11), (10,17) and (1,3). Along this curve, the network performance evolves

from NP = 66.0% (USD = 0.5%) to NP = 64.5% (USD = 0%), before and after repairing (1,2),

respectively. Hence, before (1,2) is repaired 0.5% of vehicles cannot reach their chosen destination.

After the repair, these users re-enter the network while there is no increase in capacity, which

contributes to a congestion increase that affects the travel time of most travellers such that the

overall network performance decreases (from 66.0% to 64.5%). This explanation is confirmed by

the evolution of the mean link flow/capacity ratio computed over all links except (1,2) that evolve

from 1.65 (sd = 0.73) to 1.70 (sd = 0.78) before and after the repair of (1,2), respectively. This

high mean flow/capacity ratio shows that the concurrent unavailability of (1,2), (1,3), (10,11),

and (10,17) leads to a highly congested network which is further put under pressure when (1,2)

re-opens. Therefore, in this example, it is more efficient to prioritise the re-opening of the inner

links (10,11) and (10,17) to reduce the network congestion level before re-opening the outer links

(1,2) and (1,3), which allow the users unable to leave/reach node 1 to re-enter the network. This

conclusion can also be drawn from Figure 6.b, where it is interesting to note that the resilience-

optimal strategy is not optimal in terms of the unsatisfied demand as the USD curve associated

to the highest RE values drops after repairing three links.

3.2.2 Comparison between the optimal, criticality-based and flow-based repair strate-

gies

To better characterise the decision-making process that leads to the optimal link repair strategy

following the concurrent failure of (1,2), (1,3), (10,11) and (10,17), the latter was compared to two

strategies that prioritise the links with the highest traffic flow and criticality values, respectively.

The repair sequences and resilience indicator values resulting from these different strategies are

shown in Table 2, where the resilience value derived from the average recovery curve is included for

comparison. Table 2 shows that the flow- and criticality-based recovery strategies led to resilience

indicator values superior to that of the average recovery curve. The criticality-based strategy led

to the optimal repair sequence (RE = 87.5%), while the flow-based strategy led to a slightly less

efficient repair order (RE = 85.6%), where (1,3) is repaired before (10,17).
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Table 2: Comparison of different recovery strategies following the concurrent failure of link (1,2),
(1,3), (10,11) and (10,17)

Optimal recovery
Link-flow

based recovery
Link-criticality
based recovery

Average recovery
curve (1)

Repair sequence
(10,11) (10,17)

(1,3) (1,2)
(10,11) (1,3)
(10,17) (1,2)

(10,11) (10,17)
(1,3) (1,2)

-

Network resilience (RE) 0.875 0.856 0.875 0.816

(1) computed over all possible recovery curves

3.2.3 Comparison of the optimal, criticality-based and flow-based recovery strategies

across multiple disruption scenarios

To validate the results obtained in the example above, the resilience indicator values resulting from

the criticality- and flow-based repair strategies were compared to that of the optimal and average

recovery curves in all two- to four-link-failure scenarios. Figure 7.a and b compare the link flow-

based recovery strategy with the average and optimal recovery, respectively. Figure 7.a shows that

the flow-based strategy can be more or less efficient than the average recovery depending on the

disruption scenario as the dots equally spread above and below the reference line. Figure 7.b shows

that the flow-based strategy is rarely optimal as most dots appear below and far from the reference

line. Figure 7.c and d compare the link-criticality based recovery strategy with the average and

optimal recovery, respectively. Contrary to the flow-based recovery strategy, the criticality-based

strategy (Figure 7.c) was more efficient than the average recovery curve in almost all cases as the

dots appear above and far from the reference line. Accordingly, the criticality-based strategy was

generally optimal or close to optimal as the dots appear close to the reference line in Figure 7.d.

In Figure 7, the damage extension groups are distinguished by different colours and shapes. A

visual analysis of these colours and shapes shows that the difference between the network resilience

values derived from the different strategies increased with the number of failed links (as 4LF and

3LF scenarios spread further away from the reference line than 3LF and 2LF scenarios, respec-

tively). As the criticality-based recovery is closer to the optimal recovery than the flow-based and

average recovery curves (Figure 7), the difference between the criticality and optimal recovery was

further investigated. Table 3 shows the evolution of the difference between the resilience indicator

values resulting from the optimal and criticality-based recovery strategies across the damage ex-

tension groups. This table shows that the mean of the difference between the RE values of the two

strategies remained small and slowly increased (from 0% in two- and three-link failures to 0.25% in

four-link failures). The maximum value of this difference also increased with the damage extension

reaching small but significant values of 4.91% and 6.96% in 3LFs and 4LFs, respectively.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the resilience indicator values resulting from different recovery strategies
for all possible two- to four-link failures in the Sioux Falls network: a) link-flow based recovery vs
average recovery, b) link-flow based recovery vs optimal recovery, c) link-criticality based recovery
vs average recovery, d) link-criticality based recovery vs optimal recovery

Table 3: Summary statistics of the difference between the resilience indicator (RE) values resulting
from the optimal and link-criticality based recovery strategies across the damage extension groups

Two-link failures Three-link
failures

Four-link failures

Mean 0.00% 0.00% 0.25%

Standard deviation 0.00% 0.34% 0.61%

Max 0.00% 4.91% 6.96%

4 Discussion

4.1 Importance and role of recovery strategies in network resilience

The comparison of the network robustness and resilience indicators (Figure 3 and 4) showed that

although the resilience indicator accounts for the network performance recovery in addition to

the instantaneous performance losses (measured by the robustness indicator), the two indicators

displayed a very strong linear relationship. This relationship shows that the network robustness

bears most of the information about the impact of disruptions. In other words, recovery processes

play a minor role in the comparison of the impacts of two damage scenarios such that the scenarios
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that lead to the highest instantaneous performance losses tend to also lead to the highest impacts

over the recovery process.

Still, the strength of this relationship evolved depending on the recovery strategy considered.

For example, in the four-link failures, R2 went from 0.95 under the average recovery curve to

0.85 under the optimal recovery curve. This suggests that the optimal repair strategy can help

counterbalance the instantaneous impact of damage scenarios such that two damage scenarios that

lead to similar robustness values (i.e. instantaneous impacts) would lead to different resilience

values (i.e. impacts over the recovery process).

Furthermore, the decrease of the strength of the linear model (Figure 3) as the damage extension

increases shows that the importance of the role of recovery processes in network resilience gradually

increases with the damage extension. Hence, the identification and implementation of the optimal

recovery strategy appeared crucial for scenarios disrupting more than four links in the Sioux Falls

network. This represents 10% of the links in the Sioux Falls network.

The comparison of the strength of the linear model across the damage types (Figure 4) showed

that under random and localised damage the network robustness could explain ≈ 95% of the

resilience variations with the average recovery curve (≈ 85% with the optimal recovery). This

decreased to 79% with the average recovery curve (48% with the optimal recovery) under targeted

attacks. This suggested that the identification and implementation of the optimal recovery strategy

is crucial for targeted attacks.

Ultimately, the present results show that the network robustness is a good proxy for the net-

work resilience for random and localised scenarios affecting a small number of links. For critical

disruption scenarios affecting a large number of links it is important to consider and model recovery

processes. The consideration of the latter may, for example, modify the lists identifying the most

critical disruption scenarios, used by transport practitioners and public authorises to optimise the

allocation of the limited resources available for road infrastructure construction and repair to the

most critical scenarios and links.

4.2 Efficiency of the optimal recovery strategy

The evaluation of the efficiency of the optimal recovery strategy—i.e. the difference between

the resilience indicator (RE) values derived from the optimal and average recovery—across the

different disruption scenarios showed that the optimal repair strategy can lead to significantly

higher resilience values (the maximum value of the efficiency was 10.1% for the four-link failures in

Figure 5). The analysis of the sensitivity of this efficiency to the damage extension showed that it

generally increases with the number of links affected (Figure 5). The mean efficiency values of the

optimal recovery went from 1.3% in 2LFs to 2.8% in 3LFs to 4.3% in 4LFs and it can be expected
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that these values will continue to increase as the damage extends to more links. The number of

possible repair strategies increases with the number of affected links (when R links are affected

there are R! possible link-repair sequences) such that the difference between the performance of the

optimal and average recovery strategies also increases. Therefore, in accordance with the discussion

above, the identification and implementation of the optimal repair strategy become more crucial

when several links are affected.

The analysis of the sensitivity of the same efficiency to the damage type led to conflicting

results. The efficiency of the optimal recovery strategy appeared generally higher in targeted

attacks (as shown by the medians of the boxplots in Figure 5) while the maximum efficiency values

did not necessarily appear among targeted attacks (Figure 5). It is hence difficult to characterise

the specific scenarios for which the implementation of the optimal recovery strategies would be

most effective.

4.3 Optimisation of the recovery strategy at the operational level

The present study also allowed to better characterise the optimal recovery strategy. The analysis

of the disruption example (Section 3.2.1) where (1,2), (1,3), (10,11) and (10,17) were concurrently

disrupted showed that the optimal repair strategy (maximising the recovery of the network perfor-

mance indicator) could give priority to the repair of the network inner links that reduce the travel

time of most users over the repair of the network-outer links that allow a minority of road users

to leave/reach the zones disconnected from the rest of the network. This choice can be explained

by the fact that the disruption of the inner links (10,11) and (10,17) lead to severe congestion that

would increase further when the minority of stranded users re-enter the network. This would not

happen in an uncongested network since the repair of the links allowing stranded road users to

leave/reach the zones disconnected from the rest of the network would not affect the travel time

of the other users. This shows that it is important to consider and model capacity constraints

and congestion, and that the previous studies (Hu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017) that did not

consider capacity constraints and potential congestion may incorrectly prioritise the recovery of

the network connectivity to the recovery of the users’ travel time.

The comparison of the resilience indicator values resulting from the optimal recovery strategy

with that of the link-flow and link-criticality based recovery strategies (Section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3)

showed that the link criticality-order—based on the impacts of the single-link failures on the

network performance—provides relevant information to establish an optimal link repair sequence

(Figure 7.c and d), while the link flow provides irrelevant information (Figure 7.a and b). This

shows that the identification of an optimal or close to optimal repair strategy requires the com-

putation of disruption scenarios evaluating the impacts of the links unavailability on the network
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performance as the metrics based on the network usage in the undisrupted state (such as the

link flow) are unable to account for the reserve capacity available in the network to absorb the

disruptions.

These results also suggest that the link criticality rankings can be used to find optimal or close

to optimal repair strategies with a decreased computational burden. The comparison of all possible

repair-orders requires
∑R
i=1

(
R
i

)
(15 if R = 4) disruption simulations while the identification of the

link-criticality based recovery requires R (4 if R = 4) disruption simulations, R being the number of

disrupted links. Furthermore, considering that the links involved in the most-critical multiple-link

failures (MLFs) are not simply the combination of the most-critical links with single-link failure

(Wang et al., 2016), it may be possible to increase further the ability of the criticality-based recovery

to tend to the optimal-repair strategy by adopting a link criticality indicator based on multiple-link

failure simulations such as the one proposed in Sohouenou et al. (2021). The accuracy and extra

computational cost of this method will increase with the size of the MLF scenarios considered (i.e.

2LF, 3LF, 4LF, etc.). Future research could seek to determine more precisely when it is necessary

to consider 2LF, 3LF, 4LF, etc. and accordingly develop less computationally expensive methods

for identifying the optimal recovery strategy.

5 Conclusions

The present paper assessed the effects of link-repair strategies on network resilience and analysed

the characteristics of the optimal recovery strategy. Several link-repair strategies were compared

across a multitude of perturbation scenarios. This approach allowed the analysis of a large set of

scenarios resulting in a clearer understanding of the generality of the results and conclusions. The

study led to four main conclusions:

• The network robustness (that measures the initial performance loss of the disrupted network)

is a good proxy for the network resilience for random and localised scenarios affecting a small

number of links. For critical disruption scenarios affecting a large number of links it is

important to consider and model the recovery processes.

• The identification and implementation of the optimal repair strategy become more crucial

when several links are affected since this leads to a multitude of decision variables, constraints,

and possible alternative strategies.

• It is possible to identify a close to optimal repair strategy with the results of a criticality

analysis based on the impact caused by the individual or concurrent failure of the network

links.
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• The repair strategy should be adapted to the traffic conditions. In uncongested networks

(found in rural areas or in off-peak hours in urban areas), the priority should be to reconnect

as many people as possible to the network in the early stage recovery. In a highly congested

network (found in peak hours in urban areas), it could be beneficial to prioritise the re-

opening of the network inner links to reduce the overall congestion before re-opening of the

outer links that will reconnect stranded travellers to the network.

The full-scan approach adopted in this study is limited by computational capacity. Although

future applications of this approach at larger scales could benefit from an expected growth in

computational capacity and an improvement of smarter algorithms, its application is currently re-

alistic for small to medium (sub)network models composed of up to a few hundred links only. The

present case study was chosen for computational effectiveness which allowed the performance of an

in-depth analysis that resulted in a clearer understanding of road network resilience. Hence, the

contribution of this paper lies in the proposed indicators and findings rather than in the full-scan

approach, which lacks scalability. These indicators and findings should be of interest to researchers,

industry professionals and policy-makers aiming to assess and enhance the resilience of road net-

works. Future works could extend the present methodology to multimodal transport systems to

understand if and how temporary intermodal solutions could be used to optimise congestion and

connectivity in early-stage recovery.
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